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CHALLENGES TO BE COMPLETED DURING  
THE VISIT TO EVOA – TAGUS ESTUARY 
BIRDWATCHING AND CONSERVATION AREA 
In this area, a minimum of 4 of the 8 designated challenges must be completed. 

The Passport will be stamped in the EVOA Interpretation Center. Obtaining a photograph of the 
center itself will make up one of the challenges 

The visit to EVOA combines history, culture and nature. On this journey through time, we will get 
to know The Tagus Estuary Reserve, visiting emblematic cultural features.   

 

Proposed Challenges in Tagus Estuary Reserve 

 
1) Vila Franca de Xira Train Station 

2) Alcamé old Chapel 

3) Companhia das Lezírias’ Rice Fields 

4) Ponta da Erva 

5) EVOA Interpretation Center 

6) Companhia das Lezírias Montado 

7) Lusitano Horse 

8) Catapereiro Winery 
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1. Vila Franca de Xira Train Station 
(Vila Franca de Xira, Lisbon district) 
 

 

 

Points of interest: Vila Franca de Xira Train Station has traditional portuguese hand painted 
mosaics, depicting the daily life in Ribatejo.  

Location on IZI.travel: https://izi.travel/pt/browse/8805fc50-c7b9-4492-8a82-
2b2a453351d0/en#browse/8c6dbfda-0675-4175-a2b1-20415bb21c53/en  

Coordinates: (Lambert: 38º57’20.41’’ N | 8º59’10.05’’ W) 
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2. Alcamé Old Chapel 
 

 
 

Points of interest: The Chapel of Our Lady of Alcamé was built in 1746 by the 1st Patriarch of 
Lisbon, D. Tomás de Almeida. Its construction lasted until mid-century. XVIII. This chapel was 
probably built - like its counterpart, the Chapel of S. Joseph, situated next to EN10, so that farm 
workers could attend the mass on holy days, since it was not often possible for them to move to 
the nearest parish, and simultaneously allowed to accomodate these same people when the floods 
ravaged abrupt these terrain (Lezírias). 

Location on IZI.travel: https://izi.travel/pt/browse/8805fc50-c7b9-4492-8a82-
2b2a453351d0/en#browse/8c6dbfda-0675-4175-a2b1-20415bb21c53/en  

Coordinates: (Lambert: 38º54’24.01’’ N | 8º58’15.74’’ W) 
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3. Lezíria Rice Fields 
        (Lezíria de Vila Franca de Xira, Lisbon district) 
 

 
 

Points of interest: The production of rice in Companhia das Lezírias dates back to early 19th 
century. In the mid-20th century, 1 million kilos had already been produced. We can now say that 
the development of production systems has increased the area to 1,110 hectares, with a production 
of about 7 million kilos of the highest quality standards. Although the farmstead is the largest 
single producer of rice, we don’t feel we are large enough to implement an industrial process of rice 
transformation and marketing. We have therefore joined a group of producers -Orivárzea -, in 
order to bring more value to the rice produced in this area. 

Rice production at the Companhia is a wholly genuine and national activity. It is located in 
Ribatejo to benefit from the unique conditions for this crop. 

Situated in the heart of the estuary where the Tejo and Sorraia rivers meet, the production area is 
found in the fertile marshy lands, which benefit from mild Mediterranean climate with Atlantic 
influences. As the production area is included in the Special Protection Zone of the Natural Reserve 
of the Tejo Estuary, the production system (from the soils to the products used) is especially 
concerned with the preservation of the animals that live in that area. 

This favourable combination of different factors that affect the soil and climate conditions, the 
rigorous selection of seeds, careful production processes and the advanced technology involved 
could only result in an absolutely natural product of the highest quality that could perfectly be 
included in Portuguese cuisine. 
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In traditional Portuguese cuisine, rice must be able to absorb the flavours and spices that best suit 
it. The rice produced in Companhia das Lezírias, sold under the brand “Belmonte” and “Bom 
Sucesso”, guarantees these qualities. It is also recommended for ingredients such as cod, octopus, 
tomato, beans, seafood and sprouts. 

Location on IZI.travel: https://izi.travel/pt/browse/8805fc50-c7b9-4492-8a82-
2b2a453351d0/en#browse/8c6dbfda-0675-4175-a2b1-20415bb21c53/en  

Coordinates: (Lambert: 38º54’24.01’’ N | 8º58’15.74’’ W) 
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4. Ponta da Erva 
 

 
 

Points of interest: Ponta da Erva is the location where the Sorraia river meets the Tagus. From 
here, it’s easy to see the marshlands and the mudflats where the birds roost and feed. 

Location on IZI.travel: https://izi.travel/pt/browse/8805fc50-c7b9-4492-8a82-
2b2a453351d0/en#browse/8c6dbfda-0675-4175-a2b1-20415bb21c53/en  

Coordinates: (Lambert: 38º50’05.43’’ N | 8º58’00.70’’ W) 
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5. EVOA Interpretation Center  
        (Lezíria de Vila Franca de Xira, Lisbon district) 
 

 

 

Points of interest: EVOA Interpretation Center offers a pleasant experience of visitation. 

It leads visitors to know the birds, the estuary and the lezíria and to participate in various 
interactive activities. The EVOA exhibition “Where the world meets the Tagus”, the visitor is 
involved on a journey through the culture and habits of the region; by the time, seasons and tides; 
by the existing habitats between the estuary and the lezíria wetland; and by the world, observing 
the birds on their migration. In addition to the exhibition area, the centre has a multi-purpose 
auditorium and a cafeteria where visitors can enjoy the space and the beautiful scenery, with the 
birds in flight and Lisbon in the horizont. Located in the heart of the Tagus Estuary Nature 
Reserve, the center itself is a viewpoint from which visitors can enjoy the world of birds and their 
migratory habits.  

Location on Google Maps: https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?ll=38.902599%2C-
8.980334&spn=0.105828%2C0.012959&hl=pt-
PT&t=m&msa=0&source=embed&ie=UTF8&mid=zT5j1YIFA11M.kvxWX87ODGTk 

Location on IZI.travel: https://izi.travel/pt/browse/8805fc50-c7b9-4492-8a82-
2b2a453351d0/en#browse/8c6dbfda-0675-4175-a2b1-20415bb21c53/en	

Coordinates:  (Lambert: 38º 50' 59,00' 'N 8º 58' 27.00'' W) 
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Opening Times:  

Tuesday to Sunday, including Holidays (except 25 dec. and 1 jan.). Closed on Mondays and July. 

• March to June                  Open from 9:00 to 19:00 
• July                                   Closed 
• August to October             Open from 9:00 to 19:00 
• November to February  Open from 10:00 to 17:00        

For more information: www.evoa.pt	
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6. Companhia das Lezírias Montado 
        (Braço de Prata, Benavente, Santarém district) 

 

 

 

Points of Interest: With over 6,000 hectares, Companhia das Lezírias has one of the largest cork oak 
plantations in one single location. 

Alongside the environmental importance of cork oak, its economic value is also extremely relevant 
to Companhia das Lezírias because of the profit that it creates, mainly through the production of 
cork. 

This justifies the effort in improving its management, guaranteeing: 

The sustainability of the plantation, with special focus on increasing its area and densification by 
naturally regenerating it and providing permanent pastures. 

The planning of plantations through the implementation of an elaborate scheme presented in 
May 2006 by the Department of Forest Engineering of Instituto Superior de Agronomia that will 
guarantee more homogenous plantations. 

The use of innovative techniques to increase the success of new plantations and to protect the 
trees. 
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The continuous improvement of forest management is complemented with several other 
improvements and investments in methods and techniques of cork storage. 

The stripping of cork is usually done in June and July, and at the beginning of August. After it is 
removed, the cork is weighed and stored in a closed facility.  

Location on IZI.travel: https://izi.travel/pt/browse/8805fc50-c7b9-4492-8a82-
2b2a453351d0/en#browse/8c6dbfda-0675-4175-a2b1-20415bb21c53/en	

Coordinates:  (38º53’32.21’’N | 8º52’15.66’’W) 

For more information: www.cl.pt 
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7. Lusitano Horse 
(Braço de Prata, Benavente, Santarém district) 
 

 

 

Points of Interest: The history of the COUDELARIA DA COMPANHIA DAS LEZÍRIAS begins in the 19 
th century with the Lusitano horse. 

Location on IZI.travel: https://izi.travel/pt/browse/8805fc50-c7b9-4492-8a82-
2b2a453351d0/en#browse/8c6dbfda-0675-4175-a2b1-20415bb21c53/en	

Coordinates  (38º52’47.23’’N | 8º51’48.15’’W) 

For more information: www.cl.pt 
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8. Catapereiro Winery 
(Catapereiro, Benavente, Santarém) 
 

 
 
 
Points of interest: Companhia das Lezírias commitment to produce BETTER, with lower 
environmental impact, lower consumption of energy and materials, lower water consumption, 
lower environmental emissions, lower waste production whilst conserving land and ecosystems. 
We are operate in one of the most important reserves in Portugal - the Tagus Estuary Nature 
Reserve and the Natura 2000 Special Protection Zone - and we believe that environmental 
sustainability is also a factor for competitiveness and value creation. 

Location on IZI.travel: https://izi.travel/pt/browse/8805fc50-c7b9-4492-8a82-
2b2a453351d0/en#browse/8c6dbfda-0675-4175-a2b1-20415bb21c53/en	

Coordinatess: (Lambert: 38º48’47.11’’N| 8°52'56.70"W) 

Opening Times: Everyday, except holyday: from 9.00 to 18.00                         

For more information: tytoalba.pt	
 


